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Executive Advisory Services

As an executive leader, your outlook guides the future of your organization. Let Trace3 make that future
successful through customized innovation workshops, access to industry thought leaders, and strategic
advisory services. As part of our integrated approach to your digital transformation, Trace3’s Executive
Advisory Services provide the vision, tools, and access to lead your organization to unprecedented results.

With a never-ending avalanche of emerging technologies, IT and Business leaders need a trusted advisor to
remove the hype to reveal the true disruptors. The Trace3 Executive Advisory Services team provides trends,
insights and access to emerging technologies across seven core sectors. Coupled with intelligence collected
through our Venture Capital relationships, Trace3 advisors provide vision and guidance to help you realize
your technical and business objectives.
ADVISORY SERVICES
Discover new technology trends and strategic approaches to leverage emerging technologies as a force
multiplier for your existing environment. Engage with the Trace3 team to address specific knowledge and
access gaps within the emerging technology landscape.
EXECUTIVE WORKSHOPS
Through customized sessions, explore how emerging technology is applied to real-world problems and
learn how emerging trends will impact your business today and shape the market in the years to come. In
addition, Innovation Workshops reveal how tried and true techniques enable innovation-on-the-fly and the
pitfalls to be avoided.
INNOVATION EVANGELISM
Utilize Trace3’s in-house expertise as an industry voice or guest speaker for opportunities to enrich
and educate the teams across your business. Our experienced team of speakers cover multiple subject
areas related to IT and business, including a focus on Emerging Technology, Innovation, and IT Thought
Leadership.
POCKET MBA PROGRAMS
The University of California Irvine’s Center for Digital Transformation and Trace3 deliver course instruction
covering Digital Transformation, Business Strategy, Innovation, CFO Thought Processes, plus Power,
Influence, and Communication Strategies. Attendees build a foundation of business knowledge and
professional network required to drive competitive advantages for their organization.
RESEARCH SERVICES
Trace3’s talented Research team produces custom analytical content, detailed practice maps, and in-depth
trend reports to help your organization understand emerging technologies and identify how they can best
advance your organization’s technical and business goals.
VC RELATIONS
Capitalize on Trace3’s long-established and extensive Venture Capital relationships through our customized
VC Briefing programs. Through curated deep-dives and intimate industry access, your path to the future
will be illuminated when you see the technology beyond the horizon and interact with the world’s leading
innovators.
To learn more about our Executive Advisory Services, visit www.trace3.com
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